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Abstract. Cyberspace is a borderless new universe in which all actors,
including States, share information and communications technologies,
now indispensable to the modern lifestyle. Since the beginning of the
21st century, the ability to leverage cyberspace has become the most
important source of power. Due to the proliferation of ICT systems into
all aspects of life, the importance of information for political matters
has increased awfully. State and non-State actors can use this power
to achieve objectives into cyberspace and physical world. Low cost and
high potential impact make cyber-power attractive to all actors. In fact,
cyber threats have grown exponentially with the proliferation of the cyberspace infrastructures. Consequently, cyberspace has become a warfighting domain with the potential to destroy or make useless logical,
physical, technical, and virtual infrastructure, damaging in fact critical
National capabilities.
This scenario forces all national institutions to a review of their defense
strategies, because of the difficulties to identify the actors of a cyberattack. It then becomes necessary to gain a broader view of the problem
to acquire more detailed information, useful to identify such sources of
cyber-attacks. This new point of view can be achieved by using the analytical method developed by the authors and applied to data streams
flowing across the cyberspace. In this way we can collect, detect, isolate and analyze the behavior of those malware that are acting as cyber
weapons, through the implementation of an honeypot-based system such
as the one presented in this paper.
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Introduction

Cyberspace is a unique domain that does not occupy a physical space. It does,
however, depend on physical nodes, servers, and terminals that are located in
Nations that exert control and sometimes ownership, as described by the definition of the U.S. Department of Defense: “Cyber-space is a global domain within
the broader universe of information, and consists of a network of interdependent
infrastructures, including telecommunications networks, computer systems, processors, and embedded controllers” [1]. This definition let to discern between the
place cyberspace and the activities that occur within it. This means that cyberspace, unlike the well-known physical space, has no national boundaries. In
fact, while it is possible to isolate or disable one or more parts of a compromised
network, its functions and data continue to exist. This unique feature of the
cyberspace influences any defensive strategy we want to implement [2]. In such
a scenario, cyber threats have grown exponentially. Consequently, cyberspace
has become a war-fighting domain with the potential to destroy or make useless logical, physical, and virtual infrastructure, and to damage critical national
capabilities [3].
Threats within cyberspace are disparate, diffuse, and some may also be disproportionate in the harm they could cause: this means that the correct description of cyber weapons becomes primarily important to assess, on the one hand
the level of threat from cyber-attacks, and on the other hand the most appropriate countermeasures to adopt, for both preventive and defensive purposes.
Weapons in general are instruments through which, within a specific context, a
person can bring harm to another person or object, or defend themselves from
attacks. Attacks made by means of cyber weapons, in the same way as conflicts
of conventional type, are designed to cause damage only to a specific opponent,
often in a situation of tension or crisis already underway or about to be born,
in order to obtain some kind of advantage [4].
In this paper we develop a method based on the extrapolation of the digital
behavior from data streams flowing over the Internet [5]. The entire tests are
carried out by implementing a set of virtual honeypots, specifically configured
with different known vulnerabilities. The purpose is to collect log files, detect
malware, and finally isolate those one that are acting as cyber weapons through
the application of the obtained information. The purpose of the tests is to obtain
valuable information about the actors of a cyber conflict, giving the vision in
real-time of possible attack situations and the ability to implement an effective
system of cyber defense that is pre-configurable on specific threats that are to
be contrasted.
Clearly, the problem of containing large-scale malware and worms over the
Internet has been addressed by several works, some of one by using a cooperative distribution of traffic filtering policies [6], others by using automatic security
assessment [7]. Moreover, a part of the literature considers as a best practice to
adopt audit-based access control [8] or use network anomaly detection methods [9], [10].
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Section 2 shows the scenario in which we operate, the cyberspace, its unique
characteristics, with respect to the proposed analytical method, while Section 3
describes briefly the method of analysis with its components: the study of the
characteristics of cyber weapons, the analysis of their lifetime in cyberspace, the
problems of a cyber defense, and the implementation of the filters. Section 4
introduces the experimental tests and Section 5 explains how to construct the
profile of an attacker. Finally, in Section 6 are drawn the conclusions.

2

Profiling the Cyberspace

One of the biggest problems of cyber defense is represented by its anonymity
with the resulting non-imputability that cyberspace can offer to the responsible
of a cyber threat. In that case, it is difficult, if not impossible, to identify the
enemy, because many of the challenges of traditional warfare are highlighted and
amplified into cyberspace. One of the most important aspect is the challenge of
situational awareness, which is defined as “the continuous extraction of environmental information, the integration of this information with previous knowledge
to form a coherent mental picture, and the use of that picture in directing further
perception and anticipating future event.” [11]. It is therefore essential to gain
the view that allows to acquire those information. This can be achieved by using
the method of analysis proposed in several studies about the Digital Profiling
paradigm [12], [13], [14], that gives a more detailed description of a threat in the
cyberspace. This approach is based on the assessments made by the behavioral
analysis of the cyber threat’s main actors. We extrapolate their characteristics,
in relation to their lifetime in the cyberspace. This action is made starting from
two points of view: the ICT one, which analyzes software properties, and the
strategic one, which reveals the strategic/military use of them as real weapons
of offense. The union of the two aspects allows us to reveal new additional properties. The analysis of these new properties, together with the old ones, allow
us to extrapolate the behavior of a cyber weapon. Therefore, the results of the
cyber-profile are composed by a series of information that can be used as “filters” for the monitoring and the analysis of data streams [5], [15], in order to
have a more efficient identification of the actors of a cyber conflict. In fact, this
type of profile allows a real-time awareness of possible situations of attack and
facilitate the implementation of an effective dynamic system of cyber defense.

3

The Method of Analysis

The method to extrapolate the behavior of a cyber weapon consists of the following four steps. The first one is to analyze the properties of a cyber weapon,
which provides detailed features. This is followed by the analysis of the timeline
of a cyber-attack. It uses the feature resulted from the previous step to extrapolate comprehensive information that help to delineate the behavioral pattern
of an attack. The third step is to analyze the cyber defense, considering the
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information gathered in the second step. Finally, the fourth step is the implementation of filters for monitoring and analysis of cyber threats, through the
profile obtained from all the previous steps.

3.1

Analysis of Properties of a Cyber Weapon

The study of the characteristics of cyber weapons is based on the properties
coming from an evaluation performed by using two different points of view. The
ICT point of view, which describes the malware as any set of computer instructions designed to unlawfully damage a computer system. The cyber weapons are
in fact an evolution of malware with all their properties. The strategic/military
point of view that reveals the impact of cyber-attacks and the expected damages
brought at the enemy target. This perspective adds further information about
targets, such as critical infrastructures, data or programs contained therein or
pertaining thereto, by using the common methods of military strategy.
A cyber weapon is a set of instructions compiled into a programming language, and thus can be disassembled, analyzed and modified. Unlike the common
malware that affects either any computer system, without any type of control
or advantage, it is specially customized for the characteristics of the systems to
hit, with the aim to reach a specific advantage. The program code of the cyber
weapons differs for each attack and is able to deal with different form of attacks
simultaneously.
The impact of the caused damage is publicly revealed with a lag: similarly
to all crimes, the victim is not willing to reveal his vulnerability. Furthermore,
source and path are difficult to find, because their authors can take advantage
of the anonymity offered by the Internet architecture. A cyber weapon can destroy itself after the attack, leaving no traces in the infected system. Any trace
eventually left after the attack can easily be created ad hoc for deceiving any
attempt to identify it.
Cyber weapons are often used as part of a larger conventional attack in support of it within a conflict, to gain more advantage over the enemy. They may
act at a certain time, remaining “silent” until the right moment for the actions
of attack comes, adapting themselves to the state of the systems in which it is introduced, and changing in response to the variables that meets. These properties
make them intelligent agents, similar to “fire and forget” weapons [16]. Usually,
they have a very short life, just the duration of the attack. Its discovery decrees
an immediate reaction to correct any exploited vulnerability. For such a reason,
cyber weapons should not be reused at a later time without substantial changes.
The implementation of a cyber weapon is a very complex task. Differently from
a common malware that can be created and launched by a single individual, it
requires a C4ISTAR command & control (C&C) structure [1] such those one
present in some advanced botnet architectures [17].
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Analysis of Lifetime of a Cyber Weapon

The above features make possible to describe in detail when a cyber weapon
was introduced in the wild. Analyzing the following six steps, we can exploit the
actions that characterize the cyber weapon’s lifetime.
Target Choice Often the design of a cyber-attack takes place in a strategic way,
from the originating motivations to the management of the entire attack. Initially, the choice of the targets is related to the enemy structure and its criticality
and is closely linked to the reasons of attack. It can be possible to describe the
targets choice with the answer to the following four questions. Where is physical
location of the target? What is the target functions? Who are the owner and
the users of the target? Why such attack is performed? In this respect, it can be
determined the type of damage to cause, which can be digital with the unauthorized access to confidential data, delay or interruption of service, modification,
damage or destruction of a computer code or physical with the destruction of
the devices and the equipment. In addition, the damage is measured in terms of
severity of the effects caused by attack [18] and of the persistence of the effects
that can be permanent, temporary or transient [19].
Acquisition of Information The phase related to the acquisition of information
about the chosen target is essential for the construction of the weapon itself,
since its ability to effectively hit a specific target is proportional to the nature
and quality of the collected information. Such information can be derived mainly
from the intelligence point of view (e.g., information on choosing the target, its
location, any access roads, systems of physical protection, best time for attack,
etc.) or from the technical point of view (e.g., technical characteristics of the
selected target, its vulnerability and protection systems hardware and software).
Source Code Analysis The majority of cyber weapons are specifically built for
their purpose: more and more often we find specific cyber weapons for specific
targets to hit. This makes a cyber weapon more effective. In fact, when a cyber
weapon is discovered, specific defensive countermeasures are taken. This makes
it no longer able to act also if the quality of the cyber weapon was high. The
code that composes it is implemented by considering the type of intrusion, which
can be:
– direct: connection to the target system with a device that transmits it (USB
mass storage, CDROM, etc.);
– semi-direct: sent over the network from a non-critical location;
– indirect: sent through cyberspace.
In addition, this “armed code” must implement those properties that distinguish it from a common malware and make it an effective weapon, anonymous
and difficult to detect. Namely, an effective implementation of a good cyber
weapon having the above characteristics should consider when it have to be
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launched (immediately, delayed or repeated) and should adapt itself to the conditions of the targeted system, including a mechanism of self-destruction and the
possibility to connect to a C&C server. In addition, no unwanted and uncontrollable collateral damage as well as no traces are left on the attacked system and
in the cyberspace.
Simulation and Testing A cyber-attack must succeed at the first attempt, otherwise it can be easily neutralized. Its realization must include, as with any other
software, a test phase, before the real attack. Initially it takes place in a virtual
environment, in order to test the functionalities of the implemented code, but it
then need to be tested into the cyberspace, to correct any eventual error, and
especially to adapt it to the changes that may have occurred in the configuration of the security measures taken by the target system. The aim is to gain
information on the effectiveness of the penetration methods and on the intended
damages, in order to ensure the success of the attack against the real target. At
this stage the type of attack is similar to a real one. In fact, the target system
is composed of a set of systems similar to the chosen one.
Attacks The most important phase in the timeline analysis is the attack, in which
all the prepared actions, tested in previous stages are implemented. The aim is
to effectively hit the chosen target and get a response as close as possible to
the expected result in the prescribed manner and time, avoiding any unwanted
side-effect.
Results Evaluation The last phase consist on evaluating, both in the actual state
and in the near future, the success of the attack by comparing the expected results against the real obtained ones. The first step verifies the successful reaching
of the intended target, followed by the assessment of the time of the attack, the
type, the duration, and costs of caused damage on the target system. Later on,
have been also considered the effects of damage on the infected system, the building that houses it, and any impact in the short, medium and long term, such
as side effects inside and outside the target system, impact of the attack (military/political/social), and the eventual countermeasures (active/passive). The
assessments in the above paragraphs lead to an overall evaluation of the attack
in terms of analysis of cost/benefit as well as in term of real gained advantages.
3.3

Cyber Defense Analysis

In order to have a more comprehensive analysis of cyber-attacks, the evaluation
of its characteristics from the point of view of the structure responsible for
the defense is of fundamental importance. The study of known cyber weapons
(from DDoS attacks in Estonia up to the Stuxnet worm) [20], [21], [22], [23],
confirmed that the weapon computer is mostly often used as part of a larger
conventional attack in support of it. This observation leads to the creation of a
monitoring system that can be useful to extrapolate those indicators that show
the possibility of a cyber-attack on critical infrastructures, through the analysis
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of available information from different type of sources. Such sources can be open,
if publicly available (such as national reports coming from companies producing
antivirus, national and international newspapers, websites dealing with political,
economical and social analysis), semi-open when consist on websites of hackers’
groups, antagonists, extremists, fundamentalists, and closed when it is part of a
strategic/military documentation.
The obtained information should be able to answer to the following seven
questions:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3.4

who: the identification of possible attackers;
why: the reasons of the attack;
where: the identification of critical infrastructures that are possible targets;
how : the intrusion mode;
what: the damage type;
when: the attack time;
results: the damage extent and possible disadvantage;
reaction: response actions.
Implementation of Filters to Monitor Data Flow

The information obtained from the above mentioned analysis constitutes a first
set of filters applicable in the analysis of data streams to detect those signals
that indicate the possibility of a cyber-attack in the near future. The main step
consists on detecting the presence of a cyber weapon through the analysis of
characteristics of its behavior, which distinguish it from a common malware.
The possible identification of targets may be exploited detecting properties in
common among different malware. In particular, the possible targets are: limited
in number and restricted to a particular type, geographically distributed, with
similar processes or critical data, with the same OS, with similar policy and
security systems and finally with the same vulnerabilities.
In Table 1 are listed the behavioral characteristics of the malware detected
by the analysis that reveals the activity of cyber weapons. Furthermore, the real
target (according to the properties of the cyber weapons) undergo the highest
number of attacks, is repeatedly attacked in different times, can be identified in a
later time upon an intrusion or an attack, reveals stepwise refinements in the malware code and is related to the reasons of tensions/crisis/conflicts/antagonisms,
either national or internationa).
The information obtained upon analyzing the content of its source code, can
provide the profile of the detected cyber weapon. The indicators that can be
extracted from it, can be used as filters for the recognition of a cyber-attack
that is in progress or about to be launched. Such filters can be applied to the
log files related to the attempts of intrusion into the domain of interest.

4

The Experiments

The main goal of the experiments is to illustrate the application of the method
introduced in the previous sections. This will be used to implementing a system
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Feature
Incomplete code

Meaning
- developing code
- malware test on a controllable number of objective
Simultaneous diffusion of
similar to target
the same code in a limited
- refine tuning of malware code
number of objectives
- deception
- reduction of target reaction response time
Repeated attacks over time - code corrections
for the same purposes
- deception
More attacks on the chosen - customize code on actual configuration of real target
target
No major damage caused as - decrease the possibility of detection by antivirus softa results of the intrusion or wares
attack
- reduction of target reaction response time
Table 1. The meaning of each detected feature in the malware behavior.

to monitor and analyze data streams flowing through Internet. The experiments
were conducted on a small scale only from a technical point of view, applying
those filters derived from the information extracted from the analysis of the
characteristics of the detected cyber-attacks. To develop the experiments, we
implemented a network of honeypot (called honeynet) through which collect,
detect, extract and analyze malicious codes launched against it. A honeypot
is a machine connected to a network that emulates system vulnerabilities in
order to attract, capture and analyze cyber-attacks. If a connection occurs, it
can be, at best an accidental connection or, more likely, an attempt to attack
the machine. Briefly, we can classify honeypots firstly into two groups, based
on their deployment. The production honeypots that are used in a company’s
internal network to improve the security of the whole network. In addition, the
research honeypots that are more complex of the production ones, and provide
a detailed information about the attacks and are used by research, military and
government organizations.
The second criterion classifies honeypots based on their design criteria. The
pure honeypots are full production systems, so no other software needs to be
installed. The high-interaction honeypots use non-emulated OSes with multiple
services which can be exploited by the attacker. Also, the low-interaction honeypots emulate the part of the system and services most frequently used [24].
4.1

Honeypots Implementation

We used the tools contained into the “Mercury Live DVD” [25]. It comprises
valuable tools for digital forensics, data recovery, network monitoring, spoofing,
reverse engineering, and four different type of honeypots: Honeyd, Nephentes,
Dionaea, and Kippo. In particular, Honeyd is a low-interaction honeypot that
comprises several components (see Figure 1(a)): configuration database, a central
packet dispatcher, protocol handlers and a personality engine. Incoming packets
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first go through the central packet dispatcher. It is able of dealing with three
protocols, TCP, UDP and ICMP. The dispatcher queries the configuration corresponding to the destination address. Then it passes the packet to the protocolspecific handler. On receiving a TCP or UDP packet, the handler manages the
connections to different services. The framework checks if a specific packet is part
of an already started service application. If so, all packets are redirected to the
service, otherwise a new service is started. The handler also helps in connections’
redirection. Then the packet is sent to the personality engine which manipulates
its content to make it appear similar to the one originated from the network
stack. Through Honeyd we implemented a network with three routers and four

(a) Honeyd components

(b) the implemented honeynet

Fig. 1. Architectural sketch of the Honeyd components (a) and the scheme of the
implemented honeynet (b)

simulated hosts, as in Figure 1(b). The Honeyd implementation also includes
two hosts configured with two different versions of Microsoft Windows, one as a
server and the other as a client. What follows is an example of configuration.
# Windows 2000 Server SP3 WebServer
create windows2000
set windows2000 personality "Microsoft Windows 2000 Server SP3"
add windows2000 tcp port 80 "perl scripts/iis-0.95/iisemul8.pl"
add windows2000 tcp port 139 open
add windows2000 tcp port 137 open
add windows2000 udp port 137 open
add windows2000 udp port 135 open
set windows2000 default tcp action reset
set windows2000 default udp action reset
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To improve the reality of the implemented honeynet, Honeyd allows to simulate all the standard devices connected to a network, such as “Cisco” routers
as shown in the following example:
# Cisco Router
create routerCisco
set routerCisco personality "Cisco IOS 11.3 - 12.0(11)"
set routerCisco default tcp action reset
set routerCisco default udp action reset
add routerCisco tcp port 23 "/usr/bin/perl scripts/router-telnet.pl"
set routerCisco uid 32767 gid 32767
set routerCisco uptime 1327650

All configurations are contained in a simple text file (name.conf) that must
be read by the program, and according to which all details of the simulated
network are created. This is in fact a sort of false digital profile offered to the
attackers, to increase the realism of the honeypots. This concept is similar to
the one of the false digital alibi in which it is shown how simple is to setup
false digital evidence on different systems (such as Mac OS X [26], on Android
devices [27], and different flavor of the Microsoft Windows OSes [28], [29], [30])
in order to claim a false alibi to be used in several scenarios. In the case of the
honeynet, since the attackers often try to remotely fingerprint OSes by using
tools as nmap or X probe, Honeyd takes the same fingerprint database used by
nmap to spoof the responses of any OS it is emulating by providing false evidence
about the running OS.
In order to present simple but effective experimental results, we focuses our
attention on the study of the behavior of malicious attacks performed against
the SSH service. Also, the experiments let to inspect the activities performed by
the attackers once they gain access to the system and try to progress in their
intrusion [31], configuring the machine to record the password along with the
account name that was used in the login attempt [32], [33]. In order to better
analyze the behavior of the attacks, we implemented two identical honeypots,
into two different subnets, with two different SSH user account configurations, in
order to obtain two different profiles of the same attack to compare. In the first
one (see Figure 2(a)) there exist 8 user accounts and their relatives passwords
composed by very common words, in order to offer a high level of vulnerability.
On the contrary, the second one ((see Figure 2(b))) also contains the same 8
user accounts, but with 8 complex passwords, composed by letters, digits, and
special symbols, to resemble to a more protected system.
Here we present the results of the analysis of captured data in the two honeypots during 30 days, focusing in particular on the log files containing the authentication requests to the SSH server: date, time, the IP address from which
the login attempt originated, the result of the request (failure or success), the
account name and the password used for the authentication request as follows:
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

16
16
16
16
16

03:36:45
03:36:45
03:17:11
03:17:11
03:17:11

basta
basta
basta
basta
basta

sshd[2308]:
sshd[2308]:
sshd[2310]:
sshd[2308]:
sshd[2308]:

PW-ATTEMPT: 1234
Failed password for root from 10.0.160.14 port 39529 ssh2
Illegal user password from 10.0.160.14
PW-ATTEMPT: password
Failed password for illegal user password from 10.0.160.14 port 40444 ssh2
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honeypot1
Account Name
Password
root
root
admin
1234
user
0000
guest
password
password
123456
test
qwerty
administrator
654321
webmaster
abc123
(a) weak account names and passwords
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honeypot2
Account Name
Password
root
JotCR4E->
admin
mC3bum@:
user
ZR?s25{
guest
k6r@bPr6
password
[Ea˜Kˆ#
test
{Q};Dced
administrator
:3h!t>VD
webmaster
c)isWAr?
(b) weak account names with strong passwords

Fig. 2. Configurations of the SSH service on honeypot1 (a) and on honeypot2 (b)

4.2

Experimental Results: Statistical Aspects and Analysis

In this section are presented the results of our experiments, that starts with a
statistical overview of the activities observed on the two honeypots continuing
with the analysis of the activities performed after the intrusions.
In the examined period of 30 days, the two honeypots were contacted by 237
different IP addresses. They recorded 74201 login attempts on SSH, capturing
in total 2548 different account names and 4231 passwords. We processed the raw
data in order to use them as filters to extract relevant information. Such data
range from usernames and passwords, the attack types and also the activities
performed after the intrusion. As stated above, honeypot1 contained weak accounts names and passwords, while honeypot2 contained weak accounts names
but complex passwords. Referring to the SSH login account of the honeypot1,
the first success occurred with the same username and password: “root”, after
only 23 attempts by only one attack. Thus the remaining 7 accounts were all
detected and used to access the machine after about 50-100 attempts. In relation
to honeypot2, only one account was successfully detected after 4452 attempts,
the one with username “root” and password JotCR4E->.
Regarding the date and time of the connections, considering the database
of the 74201 login attempts on SSH, filtering them by date, we analyzed the
distribution of the attack in the 30 days (see Fig. 3), in which we observed that
honeypot1 was hit with 57457 login attempts with a rate of 1915 attempt per day
(with an increasing trend), while for honeypot2 there were 16744 login attempts
with a rate of 558 attempt per day (showing an initial increase, followed by a
decrease, probably due to the complexity of passwords).
Analyzing duration and frequency of the attempts, we can split them into two
separate groups. The first one comprises attacks performed without interruptions
for a period of time (days), with an high frequency and the same interval of time
among them. In addition, the second one is composed by attacks realized from
time to time, with a low frequency and different intervals of time among them.
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Fig. 3. Trend of access attempts on the two honeypots along the 30 days timeline

Regarding the location (i.e., the IP address) of the attacker, during the examined period of 30 days, the two honeypots were contacted by 437 different
IP addresses. All of them attacked the honeypot1, but only 76 attempted to
access the honeypot2. Using the tool GeoIP, we could geographically locate the
machines performing the attacks, not necessary the real origin of them. We realized that the intrusion tentatives come from several countries, that is 21% from
USA, 19% from China, 15% from Netherlands 11% from Romania, 9% from the
United Kingdom, 7% from Germany, and so on.
Analyzing the total number of login attempts, we recognized from one side
a 9% of real-time intrusions, recognized by their behavior, processing username
and password in a slow way with different breaks, containing also some typing
errors, while on the other site, the 91% were performed by dictionary attacks.
Applying “IP addresses” and “honeypot1” as filters to the list of dictionary
attacks, we found that 106 of their attempts had these characteristics, which let
us to recognize them as performed by automatic scripts. In fact, such connections
were only targeted against port 22, thousands of usernames and passwords were
processed in a very short time, no pauses were found between attempts and weak
usernames and passwords were found in a very short time. The login attempts
against the honeypot2 were performed from 76 IP addresses, which used 233
dictionary attacks, 17 real-time intrusions, and 52 scanning activities. Referring
to honeypot1, only 8 real-time attacks, performed by two different IP addresses,
were able to compromise the system, while all the 106 dictionary attacks violated
the machine.
4.3

Analysis of the Activities Performed After the Intrusions

After a successful intrusion, a series of activities were performed by the attackers
on the violated host. The attackers first of all change the password of the hacked
account and try to acquire the root privileges. After that, start exploring the
filesystem and start downloading files by means of the commands wget and
sftp. Also, create and hide new directories where to store malicious software
that usually is used to scan the networks and to create backdoors. Often, such
software includes an IRC client to join a botnets and some tools useful to execute
lot of scanning activities.
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On the Construction of a Profile of Attack

Upon performing the analysis of the attacks, it is possible to extract lot of interesting features that can be useful to start constructing the profile of the attack.
First of all, the IP address of the attacker machine and the associated “owner”
of such IP together with the geographical location of the attacker machine are
extracted. Clearly, the type attack can be a real-time attack or one based on a
dictionary. All the temporal information, such as attack lifetime, duration of the
attack with the complete hour and day time are easily calculated since the honeypots have been synchronized with a trusted external source of time. From such
temporal data it is possible to have the frequency of the attempts of intrusion
giving an idea of its regularity and occurrence. Analyzing whether the attack
was successful or not, it can be seen the activities performed after the intrusion
that may range from (internal/external) network scan, download of files, system
exploration, directory creation, malicious software upload and installation. At
last but not least, it can be analyzed the type of malicious software installed,
the activities performed by the malicious software and, more importantly, the
traces and evidence left on the attacked host.
The information extracted from above mentioned features allow us to build
the profile of the attack. First of all, we recognized two main groups: real-time or
automatic attacks. We want here to focus attention on the second group, to which
we applied, as filters, the following features: high frequency attacks, fast guessing
of usernames and passwords, network scanning, creation of new directories/files,
successful passwords guessing, upload of files, no errors encountered, success of
the intrusion and no traces left.
5.1

Profile Analysis to Detect the Presence of a Cyber Threat

The obtained results brought to our attention one intruder, the only one able
to compromise the honeypot2. Its IP origin seems to be in Shaoxing, located in
the province of Zhejiang, China. Here we show a detailed timeline of its activity:
– Jan 6 2013, 02:00 A.M.: the attacker machine launched a dictionary attack
against honeypot1, breaking one login account in 21 minutes (username:
test password: 0000).
– Jan 6 2013, 02:22 A.M.: it changed the password in N!ka@mikk@2112, then
it closed the connection.
– Jan 7 2013, 02:00 A.M.: the same machine entered the system with its new
account and began to scan the network finding honeypot2 and its open port
22.
– Jan 7 2013, 02:07 A.M.: It began a dictionary attack to SSH login account
on the honeypot2, finding the username root in about 10 minutes.
– Jan 7 2013, 02:18 A.M. it continued its attack against the password, processing thousands of words in a very fast way with high frequency attempts,
and stopped at 5:00.
– Jan 8 2013, 01:00 A.M.: it resumed its attack stopping it at 5:00.
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He attacked the system in a continuous way for 11 days, from 0:00 to 6:00
A.M. until the right password JotCR4E-> was guessed. After the intrusion, it
did not changed the password, but created into the home directory a new directory named “MY OLD DOCS”, in which a file named “11022012doc old.pdf”
was uploaded before stopping the connection. We did not detected other any
other connection until the end of the experimentation on the two honeypots.
Submitting that file (named “11022012doc old.pdf”) to a forensic analysis,
we extracted the MD5 (0xD1E7C8A8D857E097EEF8922F41074E80), the SHA1 (0xA1339C48B7D8A9F8C7358DA6C3C620F63BE25A51) and filesize (253.952
bytes). This allow us to discover that it was a known cyber threat, named
IXESHE [34], that is a backdoor/trojan born in China. This malware communicates with remote servers and receives instructions, acting as in a botnet.
It may download and run other malware. The Trend Micro reported [35] that
such a trojan is often attached to email messages as a simple PDF file, coming
from a compromised or spoofed account. Once opened, the PDF either displays
a blank or dummy page, but the code inside it starts the malware. Once installed, IXESHE starts communicating with compromised machines hosted on
previously infiltrated networks. Such a dangerous backdoor is the trojan horse
named IXESHE, hidden into a PDF file with a very common name capable to
connect to a remote C&C server [36], [17] to transmit and receive information to
be used during future attacks. It is worth to highlight that very often PDF files
are used to convey different kind of malware. The reader can find an interesting
study on some security issues that can be exploited by means of PDF files in [37].
Although this type of malware is almost sent by email messages as attachment, here we saw that it was uploaded, but not executed, into a directory with
a very ordinary name, probably for several reasons. In fact, spreading such a
malware in the ordinary way may not be effective because it could be easily
detected by antivirus checking emails and attachments. Also, the attacker did
not started the malware immediately for several reasons: to observe how long it
will remain undetected, to wait for some user to open such file resulting in the
malware installation, or to test a new infection method on some compromised
machines to improve it and use at a later time on other targeted systems. Moreover, due to the massive spread of mobile devices and its ubiquitous nature,
particular attention should be also paid in protecting such mobile equipment
from malware attacks [38], [39].

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the application of an analytical method to
monitor the data streams flowing in cyberspace. The experimental tests were
performed by implementing an honeynet system. The results have been obtained
from tests conducted for 30 days by using two honeypots, configured to trap SSH
intrusion attempts in two different ways. This let us to analyze the behavior of
the attacks, step by step, from login attempts to the activities after the intrusion. Clearly, this represented a simple scenario that can be expanded in further
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researches. However, this test, although small, allowed us to detect, extract, and
analyze the behavior of one cyber-attack, that is used to compromise systems,
that are well protected, in a very little time by means of a dictionary-based attack against the SSH service, acting only during the night in a increasing way
to stay inconspicuous.
It is important to highlight that, in order to study attacks against a predetermined system, it could be also useful to use tools and methods that record
all the packet traffic going to the system under attack [40]. Any way, such approach could not be useful when there is the need of a broader point of view.
The information deriving from the use of our method can be used to implement
a series of effective countermeasures for protection and prevention cyber-attacks,
by improving the physical protection of critical infrastructures, as well as the
resolution of digital vulnerabilities of critical systems and the implementation of
new security policies for protecting critical data. From a defensive point of view,
the possibility to be aware, in real-time, of the presence of forthcoming attacks
allows the implementation of an effective system of cyber defense in a dynamic
way.
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